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New Mexico

ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED

CIT

Rates: 10c per word, ,1.00 minimum.
Term•: Payment muot be made in full
prior to insertion of advertisement.
Where: Journa1ism Building, Room
201>

bv maU

CIMsified Advertiains:
UNM 1' .0. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

V~ant

FOR SALE

5)

FREE ROOM AND BOARD In exchange
for care of 5-yur-old from 4 :80 p.m.
thru night, 5 nls:hts per week. Call in
9/7
nfternoona, 294-8162.
WANT FEMALE ROOMMATE, preferably
Rl'li~·Jltm!cnt, beautifully furnished apartment, except own bedroom $95/month.
Two mileo from campus. 266-9432.
9/7
MALE, 21, Seeks room in house with other
•tudento. 255-5427.
9/6
~'REE, HAPPY, HEALTHY; Black Kittens. Call 242-9062.
0/1
NEED SENIOR or Grad Student Roommates to shore house within bicycling
distance to UNM. $70.00 n month. Don,
277·4458.
9/6
RIDE OR RIDERS~from Santa Fe to UNM,
Tu..,., Wed., and Thursdays. Ca11982-1131
in Santa Fe.
9/6
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
meeta Thursdays 5 :30 p.m. in room 230 of
Studl!llt Union. All nrc weleome.
9/5
ANYONE who hM knowledge of Jean

1967 SHELDY GT GOO. F60 Polyg!no tireo,
428 with two fours. Dcst offer. 294-10bU,

Classified Advertising Rdtes

FENDER DUAL SllOWMAN with Reverb
2-J.B.L. 15'a two weeks old. Showroom
condition. $600.00 Steve 344-8524.
9/4
MOUNTAIN LAND: 6 acre tracts. Only
$127,50 down and $42.50/mo. Rathbun
Resllty-2569888, 877-9174. 256 9470. 9/4
10-flPEED BIKE. Triumph. $60.00. Call
Dave 2662828 between 68 P.M.
9/4
YAMAHA 360, 1970 R5, Top condition,
$520.00 or best offer. 255·3978
9/5
GREAT SAVINGS, name brands, receivers,

1Oc per word, $1.00 minimum charge

9/6

nmplifiera, tape recorders, record cha.nR'·
era, speakers, used and df'.mo3. The HiFl
Houae, 3011 Monte Viota NE.
8/8~
WHY RENT? BUY/ Equivalent to a de·

luxe allartment. at' Travel TraUer, sellcontained, 1972 Holiday Rambler. Easy
flnnnejng. 242-0839,
9/6
LEATHER GOODB-JACKETS, PANTS,
DAGS, BELTS, BEI.T POUCHES,
HATS CAPS, SUN VISORS. When you
set out to buy yourself some leather
clothes you should be prepared to spend

contact the Lobo, Jour., Bldg, Rm, 158.
HERE IS AGORA AGAIN. Not exactly n
dear fri~nd, but n group of people who
nrc ready to talk nnd listen to your problems of living. Call or come In NW
Corner Mesa Viotn, 277-3013,
tfn
ASTROLOGIC llOROSCOPES cnst & rend
plus future yenr. 266-7166.
9/15

LOST, MALE BASSETT BEAGLE eross,
brown with gold, bearded Grnmpa. 282·
5673. Reward.
9/7
FoUND, GreY kitten about 2 months old on
200 block Vrusnr SE. Cnll_26~~73.~ 9/7
LOST: White gold diamond Elgin watch.

Gtrlg' locker room, Johnson Gym. Senti•

mentnl vnlue. Liberal reward. 255-8567.
0/6
FOUND-Three paperbacks In MH 220,
Wed. 3:30 p.m. Idcntlly & claim. Rm.
205 Journnll!lm.

31

SERVICES

TYPING, Theses, pnpers, Exrellent resulltl.
ReMmmblc. C. Drown. 265-3103 nftcr

6:30.

9/7

PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, IDENTIFI·
CATION, Photo. I<'ll'Jt. inexpcnaivc,
plcllllln11. Ncar UNM. Cull 266-2444, or
come tn 1717 Glrnrd Dlvd. NK
tfn
TUNEUPS by ENGIJ:U;ERJNG STUDENT
nt my home. $14, V-8: $12, 6-cyllnder.
lne!ludes new volntn plus:a condenser nnd

!or n fabric item. After all, Its n choirr
you might live with the rest of your life.
Mal<c the right choice at the LEATHERDACIC TURTLE, 109 Romero NW, OLD
TOWN. 842-8496.
9/4
1972 HONDA 500, 3600 mi. $1260 or best
offer, 299-3289 after 8 p.m.
9/4
'69 KAWASAKI. Mach Til, Excellent corclition. !nat. $72G. Call 247-4689.
9/1
10 SPEED BICYCLES. All fnmous mnk.s.
Falcons $120, Gitone $117, Gorman Vain·
oueurs with aluminum QR wheels, HD,
$116, Other 10-spcedo from $90 to $280.
Full guarantee. Cnll Dick llnllett for
bourn. Rm. 67, Medical School. Day: 2772546, Home 266-2784.
9/1
20 Portable TV's, $30-$60. 441 Wyoming
NE. 265-5987.
10/9

6l

E~IPLOYMENT

Tuesday, September 5, 1972

Ads

say if
in a Big WayH

5 or more consecutive insertions
with no copy changes,
6c per word per day
60c per day minimum charge

Terms

Cash in advance

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
times beginning

under the heading (circle one): 1. Personals;

2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Miscellaneous.

61

4>

7l

l''ORRENT

tion room, commirulary ntorc, laundry,

di•hwaobcra & dbposab. 842-1864, 2660/1

3485,

FORSALE

19~4

FAmLANE. Good cond!Ucm, VS, automatic, Looks sharp. $350. 256-2926. 9/4
ART STUF'-The one a:L oupp]y atore that
d"""n't tfp you off I Albuquerque's LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES. Com!>are
anywhere, 1824 Central, oppoJitc art
building,
D/1
CASTING SCRAP STERLING SILVER,
Good dean •crap. $1,90 per ounce while It
Jnnta, rail 842-9588.
~GG. Call

$-.

_ Placed by

~-------- Telephone

UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106

EMPLOYMENT

6230 for appointment.
9/5
GUITAR LESSONS. Folk Rock, BluC!I,
~2.60 " Jesson. Call 242-2401.
0/4
EXPERT INFANT CARE. Day or night.
266-8054, 1604 Carlisle SE. 8/81
TJIE NEW CITADEL. avnl!able Sept, 1,
walking distance to UNM, 1520 Unlver•
oitY NE. Effidcney $1~0 !urnlohcd: $130
unfurnillhcd. One bdrm $180 !urnlshed;
$165 un!urnbhed. Swimming JlOOI, recrea-

Enclosed

STUDENT NEEDED TO WORK with 4G-year-olds. 12:30-3:09, Monday-Friday.
Call Mrs. Perldns, 290-~941.
9/1
PART-TIME JOB, eight hoU1'11 per week,
YMCA needs ten male counoelora to work
with boya' program. 26ii-G971.
0/4
10 STUDENTS TO SELL Albuquerque Dinner Club Memberships to atudento. Good
pay, Apply Apt. 2, 1001 Louisiana NE or
<all 266-6102.
9/4
10 STUDENTS TO SELL Albuouerque
Dinner Club Memberships to studentn.
Good pay. Apply at room 131, Desert Inn
Motel, 016 Central SW.
9/1
COLLEGE STUDENTS. Three evening•
and Snturdnys, $90 week, average. 26549GS,
0/1

Jnbor~ Ca.rburntor o\~erhaul also. CnJI 299·

51

Saturday

!\IISCELLANEOUS

BEADS-BEADS and Indian Jewelry at The
Dead Shaman. 401 San Felipe, Old Town,
Call 842-9688.
0/U
BEAD SllAMAN. Uncd suede and leather
coat. nnd Jackeltl. $1 to $15, bill •hlpment
ju•t arrived.
9/14
CLUBS OR GROUPS that want announcement o! their activit!"" are "dvloed to
oend the Information to the Lobo Trips
column . .Jour. Dldlf- Rm, 168.

Flicker Classics

Engraving
The Campus Police will be
registering and engraving social
security numbers on bicycles at
Carlisle Gym, Monday through
Friday, 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

9/1

EASTDALE THEATRE
Eastdalr Shopping Center Candelaria & Eubank ::-<E

Announcing Our 'Matinee Classic Series
'r'hc Greatest Anti-War Film Ever ~fade
11

u

more time in the seledion than you wou]d

LOST & FOUND

21

c

Ill

Daily Laba

1) "PERSONALS

O'Conn~ll this summer or her diary please

~

AI1 Quiet On The Western Front"
LewAgers
". . . this is the flick our parents saw
when they were in college-if they had
remembered Vietnam might not have
happened." Susan Feiner, Nyack Spectator
Aug. 28 thru Sept. 1

Showtime I & 3 PM-Midnight Flick Sept. 1 & ?
Evening performance •.• Separate admission

George C. Scott

THE HOSPITAL
5:30 Early Bird $1.0~, 7:30 .~ 9:30 $1.50

I

c. FIELDS
LAURBL
and

141\DY

~1

CARTOONS

Nixon Goes After
The .Youth Vote

volunteering. We've had some real hard to get the Vice President
college people out here working in.
Lobo :I know there's been a
most of the summer in our
shifting voting block amongst
headquarters.
I think that young people are in minorities in this election. The
a more voter block as such than Jewish vote which seems to be
other groups. I think young traditionally democratic in the
people like every body else are past has been 50/50 Nixon right
individuals. When they make up now. The black vote I hear is
their minds what they're going to changing and the Chicano vote,
do they're going to do it on an too, in our state. How do you see
t)lese things and forecast what will
individual basis.
Certainly some of the issues happen with the minorities?
Ll.'wis :I believe there is a shift.
that were raised by the
McGovernites I think were I think the traditional power base
appealing to young people; of the Democratic party is shifting
however a lot of the polls that arc somewhat and I think in this
coming out now and some of the election it is to our advantage. I
1ocal ones indicate that we're anticipate in New Mexico that
going to get a good cut out of that among Spanish speaking voters
vote and we're trying to worlc it and Spanish Americans that we're
and let them know we are going to do very well. Again, the
Lewis :Right.
interl!sted in having them indications of people coming to us
Lobo: How big will he carry
and
volunteering
to
work,
and
our
participate with us in the
the
state'/
efforts in the field to get
campaign.
Lewis :His margin in 196H ovl'r
Lobo : Senator McGovern is volunteers •.. we're getting a lot Humphrey, with Wallace running,
planning all sorts of vote-catching of Spanish surnaml) people was approximat~>ly -10,000 votes. I
affairs such as rock concerts, involved in our campaign am hopeful that we'll do better
dances, etc., to get out the young organization and we're pleased.
than that this time in view of the
Lobo : Let's talk about the fact that the third party candidate
people. ls President Nixon
planning the same type of thing? issues a bit. The war is winding won't be on the ballot and in view
Lewis : Yes, I think there are down. Nixon has made overtures of the fact that there should be a
special activities being planned. to both China and Russia. l:le larger
vote than in '6!;. l hope
We're hopeful that we'll have seems to have fairly well sorted we'll s~>e a margin of more than
some out here in this area, but I out the foreign policy situation. 40,000. That's my goal anyway.
don't have any specifics right at Let's talk about domestic
I've not seen any national
problems, there's been a lot of figures that I'd say were ours;
the moment.
Lobo: Let's get on to President criticism. There's talk about electoral figures indicate a
Nixon's plans for visiting New abortion and, amongst young substantial win by President
Mexico. Senator McGovern is people, the legalization of Nixon. Our attitude is precautious
coming here in Septembl.'r. When marijuana. How do you think about this whole thing because
is President Nixon coming and President Nixon stands on these when you start out as far ahead as
issues which are very vital to the
Vice President Agnew?
the polls indicate you generally
Lewis :I have no idea. We're young people of this country?
Lewis : I assume that the have only one direction to go and
working from day to day. We're
that's toward a narrowing of the
hopeful but we have no assurance actions of the platform committee percentages. Of course, we saw
that the president will be in New in Miami last week probably this happen in '68.
Mexico. The incumbancy has lots reflect pretty much the Nixon
I think we've got to operate on
position. Ther~'s no question that
of advantages but one of the
the
basis that it is P'oinl' t.o narrow
disadvantages is that it makcn it a he obviously had the support and between now and election time. If
control
of
the
platform
little tougher on scheduling the
we're going to win this one we've
candidate in. So, frankly at this committee. So I think that the got to do a good job of getting
positions of the platform arc
stage of the game I don't know.
our vote out. This is an area in
We'te very hopeful that we'll get essentially the Nixon stands. I which the McGovern peopll.' have
the president in and I assume that assume they'll want to stay away shown a great deal of ability. I
if we do not, cPrlainly we'll push from the abortion thing just like think we'll have to work n•al hard
the Republicans did in our state
convention here. We had to get the 40,000 plus that I'm
testimonies both ways on the after in New Mexico, and to win
abortion question. We decided it's nationwide.
Lobo :So you won't take it for
the kind of moral question that
it's better not to try to deal with granted in this election?
Lewis :I hope not. We're trying
on a political platform. I assume
that's his position on abortion. He not to. It's hard to keep your
came down pretty heavily on the people from getting complacent
presidential commission which when the polls show you're so far
had drawn substantially in that in front. Our people do seem to
be enthused about working this
direction and more or Jess time and complacency so far
repudiated some of the"
bel'n a serious problem.
recommendations of the hasn't
Lobo :Have you seen a decline
presidential commission on or pickup in the amount of votes
abortion.
Prl'sident Nixon is getting in polls
On the marijuana question, • since the Democratic convention
frankly, I have not been involved and since the Eagleton affair.
in this. I've been involved in
Lewis :Yes, the one national
organization matters and I haven't poll I've seen showed him
kept up on the issues as well as widening just a little bit even after
some other people. I don't know the Vice Presidential situation. I
what the national platform says. I still say that barring some
know what the state platform unforseen situation that I doubt
says, but I haven't seen what the that spread is going to get any
national platform says.
wider. I think the tendency will
Lobo : How about some be for it to narrow.
Lobo : The threat of a third
forecasts for New Mexico. I'm
sure that you are cotwinccd that party candidate which is out with
\\11lard Lewis, State Campaign Manager, and JoAnne Hertz, Public President Nixon will carry New Wallace out of the way, will that
help the Republican party?
Mexico.
Relations Director for the Committee to Re-Elect the President.

(Editor's Note-The following
is the transcription of an interview
that took place during the
Republican National Convention.
Willard Lewis is ·"1e State
Campaign Manager for· !>resident
Nixon. He is interviewed by Mark
Blum, city editor of the Daily
Lobo,)
Lobo :I know Mr. Kissinger is
now in VietNam and was in Paris.
I think the youth arc very
interested in what's happening in
Viet Nam. What is going on and
what action is Pt·esidcnt Nixon
Laking Lo end the war?
Lewis :First of all, I have no
special knowledge of what's
occurring beyond what's available
to ev~>ryon<> elst•. I'm certain from
convt•rsations and documents and
so forth that the President is
trying very valiantly to get this
war wound down. He would have
liked to have done it sooner and is
still pressing on to do so and I
assume that the KissingN visit
means that there are additional
private negotiations going on and
undoubtedly some attempt to
convince the South Vietnamese
that we have some kind of
worlcable plan Lo get this thing
wound down.
In spite of the fact that thl' war
isn't over yet I still believe that
he's made tremendous strides
towards winning down our part of
the thing and I'm hopeful it is
going to be over shortly.
Lobo: 197 2 is the year of the
new voter; 25 million new voters
including almost all university
students. According to all the
pollsters the election could very
well hinge on these 25 million
new voters. We've heard about the
new McGovern voter; what about
the new Nixon voter? What's his
strength? Who is he appealing to?
Lewis : I<'irst of all, we don't
concede all the college people to
McGovern. We find that we've had
a good response from young
people, college young people and
others wanting to work with us,

Lewis :In New Mexico it helps
and I assume it helps nationwidP.
Philosophically most Wallace
voters are bound to be farther
apart from Senator McGovern
than they are from the Presidl'llL
There was a lot of conversation
earlier about the fact that this was
just disaffection with the system,
A lot of these people might
swing to McGovern as being otw
who propc;.scd to reform the
syst<:'rn. My convrrsatlons with
Wallace people in Nl'w Mexico
doesn't indicate that its
disaffection with the system as
much as it is an ideological one.
Lobo :The idea that those who
would voh• for Wallace will now
vote for McGovern is strang<': It
S<'ems to me, moving all th<' way
from on<' extrPml.' to the other
side of the spectrum altogether.
Lewis : I don't find a lot of
indication that that's going to
occur in New Mexico. On the
basis of the· '68 returns we ought
to get a fair cut of those Wallace
votes.
Lobo :What's going on now in
the foreign policy? Senator
McGovern has talked a lot about
rcduci the military budget, pulling
a great number of troops out of
Europe, reducing th(• 6th flePt in
t h a Ml'diterranean, gt>tting
everyone out of Southeast Asia
right now. How does President
Nixon stand on this. The dt>fense
budget is biggl'r than evt•r. That
means an increase in military
hardware and presumably
maint<:'nance of the number of
troops in Europe. Is that correct'!
Lewis :Well, at this stage or the
game l think the President wants
to hold European troop
committmenls near where they
are now. The hardware
situation ••. the Viet Nam war
enters in. There's been a
substantial growth of all the
hardware as a result of that war.
These things have to be
replenished. As I understand the
President's position to be, he
wants to continue negotiating
with the Soviets and Chinese and
others and if you want to
negotiate you'd better start from
a position of strength and he
wants to maintain our power
weapons-wide and manpower wise
so that in future negotiations we
can negotiate from at least an
(Continued on page 6)
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Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend

by Garry 1"rudeau
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Tho greatest performance ever turned in by an Olumpian, ~0 Ii
has been that of Mark Spitz from Indiana University. Spitz ~ I
has already pocketed six gold medals and is well on his way 'a 1
"' '
to another tonight. Handsome, stiave, debonair, Spitz has g.
been dominating the talk of the Munich Games.
Ill
5" If
Mark Spitz is a Jew.
....
It is rather ironic and fitting that a Jewish athlete become <0
"'l
the superstar of the first Olympic contest to be held in 1>:1
Germany since pre-Hitlerian times. In 1936, Adolph Hitler
Jl
sat in the audience and watched as Jesse Owens, black
superstar, thrilled the world with his athletic prowess. Hitler
t
I
was speechless.
Today in post-war Germany, a Jew triumphs. Germany
l
with her long history of anti-Semitism and racism should be
'
forced to take a long hard look at these two great men.
I)
* * *
li
For all you· Jews who still light your Shabat candles in the
~I
jl
closet and believe the dawn of emancipation is really here,
guess again. The ongoing battle over the Jewish Students
i'
Union house, is a classic story that could have been told
)I
I'•
today or 30 years ago in Germany, Yemin, or Morocco.
u
Although a house was purchased for the use of Jewish
I
Student Union-Hillel, a zoning change was needed, a rather
. \ trivial thing in this day and age of George McGovern and the
ACLU. But as you all know, the City Planning Commission
rejected this small, trivial matter.
Basically, the story reads as follows: "We are the liberal
neighbors. We love our fellow mi11orities, as long as they keep
themselves hidden far enough away so it doesn't offend the
aesthetics of the neighborhood."
The neighbors formed together "en masse'' to protest
Jewish students entering the area. Their arguments seemed to
be focused around two main issues that can easily be refuted
but certainly do shed light on anti-Semitism, "a Ia America
l
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54,000 deaths and 4.7 mlllion
injuries were recorded on U.S.
highways in 1971, according to
statistics compiiPd by The
Travelers Insurance Companies .

(J)i!Yi'
'{OIJA

WHfJT?

Of ·tht> 187 million ucr('S
contained in 15·1 national fcm•sts,
!\bout 40 million acres in \mits of
5,000 acres or mot·e, are ·virtually
untouched and are roadless. The
Forl'st Service has attempted to
determine which of the "de faeto
wilderness" areas will be pwsN·ved
until they can be studi(•d in depth,
beginnin!l'· in 197 ·1, for possibiP
in cl usi on into the Wilderness
System,
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Mcm• than :!19,000 pNlestrians
wc>r<' il•jurc•d in traffic accidc•nb; in
197 1, says TIH• Tntv;•IPrs
Insurance Compani<'s, Of this loll,
appt·"ximaLPly Hf>,OOO wc•rP
injurNI while· crossing bc•t WPI'l1
intc>rsc•ctinns.

Blue is tlw intL•rnational eolllr
symbol of tlw handicappPd.

}(

j3()7Hf'Rff}

1).1)

Good weatlwr is no saf<•guard
against traffic arci(Jpn{$, A rt•port
by 'l'hl' Travl<•rs InsuraJH'I•
Companies point.-; out lhul mon•
than 7fi pPr cPnt of tlw ii·\)!0()
traffic dt•aths in 1 971 oceurr<•d in
clt•ar, dry Wt>atlwr.
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'OH . • . BACK AGAIN, GEORGE?'

Used Car Salesmen 1
',,;;r··· .. u.,,,.,.....,._.,, .._ .._, __ ,.'\'7:.

'72."
Firstly, the good citizens made the claim that property
values would be lower~cl if students were to tnOVt" into their
neighborhood. We've all h('ard this one before, no? To refute
it would be incidental, but Marty Atkins, Albuquerque real
estate broker, notes that the influx of students in any
neighborhood results in a rise of property value. The whole
campus area south of Central may not l>e the most
appetizing1 but property values run almost twice as high as
those east of schooL Apartment developers follow the
pattern of student dwelling and are willing to pay
stronomical prices for run-down homes.
'ARE YOU TRYING TO MAKE ME LOOK SHABBY?'
The second argument, which seemed to hold more weight
with the City Planner's was the problem of parking. Highly
esteemed Rev. Wagg, of St. Mark's on the Mesa Episcopal
Church, had promised parking spaces to the Jewish students.
However, when the going got rough, the good reverend
45 slub through the dtest" or if withdrew his permission an hour before the meeting, without
As far as scoring dope, it seems
Let's Kick Scherr
extremely easy to come by, and as you are really concerned about informing our lawyers. Not only was this a highly unethical
Dear Mr. Scherr:
I'm sure most people will admit the problems involved then
After reading your article "Hip using any drug to excess will perhaps you could work your way move, it also did nothing to further the ecumenical spirit of
People •.. Pretty Women" I got lower your grades. I personally past your first reaction. You don't Jewish-Christian brotherhood.
•
the impression that either you thil\k that drug use among even know what you are saying.
Whert the honorable planners received word that there
hadn't read the book or had a students is on weekends and after Bave you seen the hole left by a would be no parking facilities capable of handling 20-30 cars.
serious sight defect.
school, not before and during 45 slug through anyone's chest? they turned our request down. With school already a week
The whole point of this book,
Would you like to pull the trigger
which you completely missed was class.
I can't speak for S.D.S. but yourself? Some people who use old and with student parking lining the streets for a five
that other books while telling the otherwise UNM appears to be junk steal. Your simple minded block area in the vicinity of the Jewish Student House the
academic qUality of a school never
solution is to kUl them. Would a whole issue of parking on the street is moot.
politically aware.
mention the social a£pects.
As for your "right on" 45 slug suffice for non-stealing
The real reason certainly has nothing to do with parking.
This place may not be the
description of the book, I can junkies or how about non-junkie It's alright if thousands of non-Jewish students line these
hippest place in the west, but only hope that next time you read thieves? Do you think that a
there is more happening here than
street junkie steals more than a peoples' streets during the day, but if a few Jews request the
it before reviewing it.
in many other places.
Yours truly, loan company, a defense right to park in the evening hours, they are refused.
Perhaps you should look
J. Hervey contractor or an etnbezzeler?
With this added bit of knowledge, it seems impossible to
around you; as far as I can see, the
Should we execute them all'! interpret the housing problem to be anything but
majority of people appear to be
When you punch those typewriter
Another time
hip, and although beauty is
keys, words come together and anti-Semitism. If any of you still need more evidence, don't
forget the many European Jews who waited until they were
debatable, in my opinion the To Paul Scheer;
they mean things.
women are more often pretty
Your article in Wednesday's
Do you stand behind your carted to such fun camps as Auschitz and Dachau.

letters,

Lobo, re• Alb's junkies, was a
"cute" rehash of a well known
situation-until the last line. It
Seems that anyone who takes the
time to write an article about the
bad trips caused by junkies would
devote at least a few moments to
exploring some practical responses
to the situation. I am giving you
the benefit of the doubt here by
assuming that your solution
wasn't the result of careful
consideration. It you think there
might be other alternatives to "a

asinine "45 slug" solution or ate
you talking shit?
"David Driscoll

By BOB HUETHER
If the student sitting ne:xt to

you in your graduate English
course looks young enough to be
a freshman, maybe he is a
freshman-a frPshman who did
not read the univ<>rsity catalog
before registering for his clas.~vs.
No longer aided by faculty
screening of student's course
request cards, the cOlll'ge of arts
and sciences is having more than a
few problems in getting studrmts
into the proper <:lasses.
"We've had a serious problem
with students who, by virtue of
their error or by computer vrror,
rl'gister for classes but neglect to
register for the labs that go with
tlwm," Nathaniel Wollman, dean
or the coll~>ge or arts and sdetlces

il

li

lt'I
I

Another problem Wollman
stated, concerned students signing
up for classes requiring
prerequisites they did not have.
Wollman pointed out that the
computer was 1\ot programtn<'d to
r!i'ject the applirations for courses
for which thl' student was la!:'kiu~
tlw prop<'r pren•qui<;ites.
Wollman said his staff would
try to straight<>n out the nrors
that have orcurrNI .so far. "We're
trying to help thr students who
are in a bad situation, sort out the
errors and get those students into
the classes th~>y need," Wollman
said.
Assoc:iate Dean of the college
of arts and sciences, Howard
Dittmer, recalled the earlier days
at UNM during registration.
"Thirty yeats ago we had almost
all the faculty in the gym with the
students during rt>gistration. The
faculty members advised the
students on thPir schedules bacl~
then," DittmPr said.
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In dealing with the present day
situation, Dittmer also
recomme11ded a computer
program that would reject
student's program lacking the
proper prerequisites. ''We've been
thinking <~bout it but we're not
sure the computer can handle it,"
Dittmer said. UNM Registrar
Robert Weaver was not available
for comment nt this time on the
possibilities of such a program.
Dittmer recommended that
students having problems getting
into courses should first discuss
the problem with thl.' instructor,
then the d~partment chairman,
:.md then with th~ collegl'.
Student coumelor Maria Geer
warn('d students of signing up for
classes they are not permitted to
take. "It's possible for a freshman
or a sophomore to register for a
graduate class, attcmd it and pass
the course but then not b~ given
credit for it," Geer said.
Even those stud<'nts who
followed the rules soml'times
suffered. One student complain~>d
she had received the instructor
permission, registl'red for the
course and then found out the
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Though representing only 22
per cent or all licensed drivers in
the U.S., under 25 year old drh·ers
were involved in marl' than
one•thi rd of traffic accidents
resulting in death or injury,
according to a report from The
Travelers Insurance Companies.
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* * *

Jewish high holidays begin the end of this week. Rosh
Hashana is celebrated Friday night and both the Reform and
Conservative synagogues are open to Jewish students. Temple
Scherr Delight
Albert Congregation is located at 1006 Lead Ave. SE and
That column you've been
running by Paul Scherr is really Congregation B'nai lsrael is at 4401 Indian School Rd. NE.
fantastic. It's the bes~ thing l'v~ Both synagogues ate open to students at any time and extend
ever read in the paper. Keep up a welcome to new Jewish students in the area. For further
the good work. By the way, vvhy information contact Gunther Rothenberg at 255-9283.
don't you give him a raise'!
Yom Kippur is to be celebrated on Monday, September
Signed,
Paul Scherr
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than not. Certainly no one who
can see will deny the many chicks
wear no bras, and that jean
wearers are clearly in the
majority. As for cohabitation, and
chicks balling, both seem rather
wide·spread, although I can't
speak for other people.
As for the people in Yale Park,
"Street People" might be a better
term, an.d if you have ever visited
and/or attended other large, and
not so large, schools you no doubt
noticed these people near by.
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computer had not registered her
for the class. She sat and waited,
as did many others, for the
humans to straighten out the
computer's error.
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Cable TV-Revolutionary Media
By NICHOLAS FLANDERS
(Second of two·part series)
Cable telovision has the abiHty
to revolutionize the medium,
conclud~s the Slonu Commission
on Cable Communicati,ms in their
final report "On the Cable, The
Television of Abundance."
'l'he rPporL says that cable
i!•](•Vision 's ability to carry more
elwmwls than conV11ntional,
o vt•r·the·air stations makllS
possiblll programming aimed at
smallt>r s(•gments of the viewing
audience than could p1·eviously be
achieved.
In a city such as Albuquerque
there is a limit<>d amount of
broadcasting lime per day. This is
because there arE' only four
stations and they can only operate
24 hours a day. The limited time
means that the stations must
capture the largest audience they
can to offer the largest exposure
to their advertisers.
This problem leads to a
compromise in progt·amming. The
program must be entertaining to
the majority rather than exciting
to a minoril.y of the viewers.
Thlls, favor has been given to
"Marcus Welby, M.D." rather than
to something like "Black
Journal," which only pleases a
minority.
The Commission does not
criticize the station and networks
for doing this. It realizes fully
their dilemma.
Diversity is not possible on
conventional television because of
the over·the·air transmission.
There is not enough on the
wavelength spectrum to permit
more than seven Very High
Frequency channels in an area.
And VHF channels are the
standard channels of television.
Ultra High Frequency, which
occupies a higher posiLion than
VHF on the spectrum, is an
alternative. But it does not deliver
as good a picture as VHF. VHF
has therefore become the area
that television developed in.
On the other hand, because the
cable television signal is carried by
coaxial cable it can carry many
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more channels. Possibly as many
as eighty ..
The diversity possible might
approach that of the printed
media, though tha cost would be
greater. And the commission
ptJinted to many ways that it
cot~ld be used.
One idl.'a pul forwatd by the
C<>mmission was the professional
channel. It would be used for
lt<!eping professional
peo\)1<•-doctors, lawyers-abreast
of th!'ir field. Filtmtion of
channels t.o individual subscribers
i:; possible, pcrmitLing the
paymenl of a special fee for the
privilege of viewing the channel.
This service is being done on
conventional television but at odd
hours and is not comprehensive. A
specific channel can be more
comprehensive and leaves the
program option to the viewer.
Another area is the performing
arts. The cable would be able to
televise a performance throughout
the country, without interrupting
people who did not want to see it.
A fee would be charged for the
privilege of seeing the program,
though this could be small. The
right to televise the program
would be bought, thus increasing
the intake on the pel'formance.
This would help solve many of
the financial difficulties of the
performing arts. And, it would
provide cultural programs for
people who would not have access
to them otherwise.
Cable television gets its name
from the coaxial cable which
connects homes to a central
antenna. Added to these signals
are those originated from a cable
company's studio, and distant
signals that are brought in by
micro-wave from other sources.
"The cable" started about
twenty years ago when the city of
Palm Springs, California, was not
able to receive the television
signals of near·by Los Angeles due
to a mountain range that stood in
thl' way. An entrepreneur,
realizing the financial possibilities,
set up an antenna on one of the
near·by mountains and offered to
connect houses to it by cable, and
for a fee.
Since that time, cable television
has invaded whatever area has
been "lacking something, real or
imagined," in its over·the·air
service.
In San Diego, Calif. the cable
was introduced in 1961. The city
already had its ftlll compliment of
three network affiliated stations.
What the cable offered was access
to Los Angeles programming as
well. Included were stations that
specialized in sports, old movies,
and re·runs of old network shows,
as well as the network affiliated
stations.
San Diego now has the largest
cable television system in the
United States.
In New York City the cable
simply offered a better color
picture .and succeeded.
The Commission was started in

Announcing the opening of
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Davis Building, Suite 20
2622 San Mateo N.E.
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self-confidence, and self control. Special techniques for students to improve grades and facilitate the learning process. vVrite or call for information.
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1970 in response to the growth of
cable television, It was charged
with an 18 month study of the
impact and potential of the cable
on society. Its final report was
published in the fall of 1971.
Becaus<> the Commission saw
the growth of the cablt> was
something desirable, it concerned
itself with how to achieve the best
pQssiblo diversity. It put forward
suggestions at the state and
federal level.
Its main conrern in all cases
was to bring about l.he growth of
the cable in an atmosphere of free
competition.
The Commission believed that
the FCC should be able to step in
wherever a "significant portion"
of the population is dept·iwd of
broadcast service as a result of the
cable's
impingement
on
over·the·air·television.
It further suggested that
play·off and championshi{J sports
remain solely in the domain of
conventional television.
Both of these suggestions
would maintain the option of free
television.
It furthel' suggested that the
federal government specify what
some of the channels be used for.
This would include making some
of the channels open to leasing 011
a non ·discriminatory basis. Also,
two channels would be open for
public service broadcasting. This
would force the cable owners to
operate some channels that he
might not think profitable, and
leave some channels free from his
censorship.
On the state level, the main
suggestion was the setting up of a
special agency to deal with the
cable. The special agency was felt
to be needed over an existing one
because of the special problems of
handling franchises.
The report further suggested
that as much power as possible be
delegated to the municipalities
under "Home Rule." This permits
the municipality to direct the
franchise in terms of its ovrn
needs.
One problem that the report
did not deal with completely is
the problem of poorer people
paying the fee. They are among
television's heaviest users, and also
the people that could benefit the
most by the specialty stations.
A public service station would
have to be kept on the air with
these people in mind. Otherwise
cable television would have to
become free, as the Commission
hopes.
The report provides significant
answers to the problems that have
been voiced in Albuquerque.
Under the regulations that have
been suggested by the
Commission cable television
cannot succeed unless there is a
definite demand. Cable television
cannot compete with
conventional stations unless
enough people buy subscriptions.
ln theory, the cable company
will have to be responsive to the
viewer's wishes in order to
succeed. The competition
between conventional and cable
television should make the
ways to improve their
programming.
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So the driver watched them gulp down the litt.le purple

tablets.
"If the coach knew about this he'd do you-know-what to
our you-know-whats," one of them giggled.
The driver and his companion left. They pulled into Santa
Fe ten minutes later and bumped into an old couple out for
the evening. The old man let out a squeal right before the car
hit them, but they went rolling down the embuukment
without another word.
"What was that?" his friend asked.
"I dunno," the driver said, "Musta hit a dog."
"Think we should check it out?"
"Hell no~it's Fiesta."
They parked the DeSoto and bought another bottle of
Jose Cuervo regular. "Hey man, let's pick up some chicks,"
his friend said. "Naw," he answered, "watch this," and he
threw an empty bottle into the middle of the crowd.
The rest of the night was spent drinking and passing out,
with a little ass-pinching thrown in during the dull spots.
They left the Fiesta in a bad mood. "lt's a drag," the
driver said, Ten miles out of Santa Fe their cat was run over
by a truck.
Thomas Eagleton was the
Almost 70,000 motor vehicles
youngest Lieutenant Governor in were involved in fatal highway
Missouri's history when he won crashes in 1971. Of these, more
the election in 1964 at the age of than 53,100 wel'e private
35.
.passengf!r cars, according to The
Travelers Insurance Companies
Thomas Eagleton was the annual sta"'t'!!is<-"t:!:ics""'-._ __
youngest Attorney General in
Alcohol was involved in more
Missouri's history when he won
than
27,000 traffic deaths in
the election in 1960 at the age of
1971, according to a survey by
31.
The Travelers Insurance
Companies. 54,000 dies in traffic
last year and 4.7 million were
injured, many permanently.
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He shot through the red light, heard the blaring horns and
screeching t:ires, and ducked down a side street.
"God dammit man, wiil you watch it-·1 just spilled half
the dope," the friend sitting next to him said.
The driver didn't answer. He was busy executing a racing
turn at the Corner of Yale and Central. He avoided the next
light by jumping the center median and swerving through a
gas station onto another street.
"Hey man, you almost hit that cat on a bike!"
"Where?"
His friend turned around and looked for a second. "I guess
you didn't miss him," he said. "Pass me the tequila."
As they neared the entrance to the interstate he punched
the old DeSoto into overdrive, just in time to cut-off a
tractor-trailer creeping toward the same objective. He wasn't
woxried that everything he passed was e. blur because his
speedometer was broken. So were his gas gauge, oil gauge,
lights and brakes.
''Y au gotta hand it to these old cars," he said, "they really
haul ass."
·
His friend burped all that was left of the beer in reply.
They roared past a stopped carload of football players who
were searching under the hood for the car's trouble. He
glanced at his watch; they had time enough to spare.
Slamming the car to a stop with his parking brak,e he packed
up to the stranded car.
"What's up?" he asked.
"I don't know," one of the jocks answered. He wore a pair
of light blue bell-bottoms and brown Oxford's. "We been
here about an hour. We got it narrowed down to the
generator or the distributor but Joe-he works at a tire
place-says it's the fuel pump. Whad'de you think."
He started the car. "I think you're out of gas."
"Wow, thanks a Jot," the jock said. ~'Hey!," He snuck his
eyes around to see if anybody could hear him. "You got any
acid?"
"Acid!" Another jock jumped up. "You got acid?"
''Far out" "I didn't know you smoked" "Been doing it for
years" "Too Much" the rest of the crew babbled in delight.
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Democracy Comes to the

Movies

Ql

"5.
&!

By SCOTT BEAVEN
The operative politician is not
ai ail li!1e other men, though he
must acquire as pi'Oiective
3 coloration
manners of his
J:l society, jointhe
in its rituals, e:>:ploit
;§ its p1·ejudicas and anticipate its
8 hungers.*

even the critically myopic
American public would IWvm· lwvt•
Plected him). Tlw incumbt>nl, who
is supposed to hav!.' oN•n through
lhl' polili<·al J:(l'isl. mill for 20-ncld
y<>ars, fulls lik(• .ll'richo to sonw
smftrt·ass qul"stions that eould
ha Vt• been fielded hy any
undergraduate d<•bat!'r-I•VNl
Richard Nixon. The seen!' is so
patently !.'mployed as a plot
device to get the lead elt•cted it
single-handedly n•moves the
question of structural dignity
from any cdlical evalt1ation <lf Uw
movi<>.

i

'R<!I

Then~

* * *

is no area of American
life more exciting-or more
Q)
bl o~t han the political
z vulnera
arena. To the jaundiced eye of the
lfi artist, ever-four-year epidemic of
Q)
1lJl pompous verbiage marl~eted by
o::; Madison Avenue would seem to
provide unlimited opportunities
for sa th-e of the highest order.
In the Land of the Free,
unfortunately, political films are
as rare as a glimmer of inteHigence
in the outpourings of those who
call themselves our leaders and the
political movies we have gotten
over the last few years ("Dr.
Strangelove" excepted) might well
have been made by the Spiro
Agnews and Hubert Humphreys
of this world.
We have no Godard capable of
delineating the relationship
between pop culture, advl'rtising
and politics. Nor do we have a
Costa·Gavra.~ who could seriously
analyze the nature of political
machination without satire.
Instead, we have "Mr. Smith Goes
to Wa$hington," television's "The
Governor and J.J."
and-now-"The Candidate."
"The Candidate is definitely a
now movie. So now, in fact, it
creates a new type: the disposable
film, analogous to the throw·away
diaper. By this time next year, it
wi 11 seem as tired and
self-defeated as "McGovern/
Shriver in '7 2" buttons.
~
(;;

* mechanism
* *
The jnncr
of a.
Caesar is 110 different in f~ind from
that of an Alfred M. Landon. The
aim of each is power. Ona would
acl1icve it through military
conquest, th£> other through what
it pleases us to call the
Democratic process.. It is natural
for men to want power. But to
seell power actiuely takes a
temperament baffling to both the
simple and tile wise. Tlze simple
cannot fathom how any man
would presume to preuail, while
the wise are amazed that any
reasonable man would want the
world, assuming he could get it.
"' * *

"The Candidate" begins with
an introduction of the
Svengali/Machiavelli type (Peter
Boyle) who will ultimately
engineer the new young liberal
candidate's victory (Robert
Redford). We know from the first
instant he will win because that is
the way the game is played in
Hollywood. The candidate's
father (MeiYyn Douglas) is
convinced he will "prevail"
because "he's cute" and so are
we: when Hollywood goes to
Washington the whitest teeth and
the clearest complexion grab all
honors. We know that Bobbie
Redford will tap his way to
stardom just like Ruby Keeler did
thirty years ago and the
knowledge is not particularly
conducive to creati
the

* * *

To be fair, politicians worfling
within a system /ille ow·s can
never be much more than what
the system will allow. Hypocrisy
and self-deception arc the
traditional characteristics of the
middle-class in an)• time and
place, and the United States today
is tile paradigmatic middle-class
society. Therefore we can hardly
blame our political gamesman (or
being, literally, represcmtath•e.

* *

*

And "Tiw Candidat!.'" is a trulv
representative movie. From th';.
punchy dialog that passes f<lr wit
("I'll tell you one thing." "Tdl
me one thing.") to the inclusk•n
of mo1ie stars (Natalie Wood

Redford: With Ketmedy Cheeks
"suspense" and "tension" some
reviewers have found in the
movie. Anyone who finds the
outcome of the election in "The
Candidate" suspense provoking
would probably find the 1972
campaign an open contest and
people who believe the November
election is not already over should
not be allowed out of their
perambulators, let alone
Jocomoted to the local movie
house.
Boyle plays Svengali with hi$
habitual uncontrolled approach
(he was Joe in "Joe"), creating a
weird synthesis of the ugly Jew
fail'y in "The .Boys in The
Band"-Harold-and Rod Steiger,
It is not an inspiring display, but
preferable to Redford, who plays
the Kennedy boys-any one, pick
one-and nothing else.
In the beginning, Redford is an
Idealistic Young Lawyer Trying to
Make the World Better. He is
conned into running for senator
by Svengali because he can Make
The World Even Better that way.
We never know why he wanted to
make the world better in the firs
place and we never understand
why he agreed to run in the
second place, since he obviously
detests politics. In short, we are at
no time in the movie privy to
what goes on behind the carefully
manicured and powdered i!Xterior.
A movie about a political
candidate that explains nothing of
the candidate's motivation, a
movie that does not in some way
dear up what is "baffling to both
the simple and the wise," is a
movie that is not about anything.
Neither are we privy to George
McGovern's drives or Richard
Nixon's sex life
the
from our
of

television but in a political film
we expect more than
platitudinous TV coverage and
analysis,
We never get it. We see Bobbie
with his wife, see him having an
affair, see his wife turning a cold
shoulder in the hay, see a few
temper tantrums, a few moments
of charming silliness (when he
can't k~;>ep a straight face during a
TV taping). We seem him trying
to stay Idealistic, see him
becoming Realistic (the analogy
to McGovern is inevitable and
ridiculous) but we never once s~e
WHY. Redford has managed to
pull off a rarity: he gives us a
non-person and politicians are not
non-persons. He moves from ccen('
to scene with cheeks so rosy you
keep expecting someone to take a
bite out of them, until at the end,
after his election, he looks at the
camera and says "What do we do
now?" If this is meant to be a
serious condemnation of our
political process, we had better
start trusting in God more than
we do: our artists are apparently
incapable of understanding the
,vcr!d ~nrl ,'{h ~ll"."Hlrl!,' know our
politicians are. To think that a
candidate could get through a
grueling campaign and then turn
into a wistful kid asking "What do
we do now?" does not requre the
suspension of disbelief: it requires
cerebral anasthesia.
There is one other scene that
should be mentioned. Using the
Kennedy-Nixon debates as a
starting point, the film stages its
own exchange between Redford
and the aged, conservative
incumbent (Don Porter-Whose
character is more dishonest than
the current White House
occupant-so dishonest, in fact,

appPal'S !l5 lwrsl'l f 111'1' l1•ast
all1·activl' rol<') to lh"
p()p·profound l'lo~ing, il i:;
('VI'rything e\'l'ry st•lf·appointl'd
political analyst who h;;s lll'Vl•r
bl'l'll out of Albuqm•t't]U" or
'l'o!Pdo or Wid1ila ima~in1•s to lw
lru<• alJoul polit.i(•~;. gvpn li•JWal'd
K. Smith is on hand, ul'i'l'rin~
proof that journalisb al'l' nor
imll1Ull<' (() !Ill' httP OJ' fill~f•l
town~,iw has alr1•ady offPH·d
amp!<• pl'Oof that joul'Ualisls an•
not immmlt' to sl.u[Jidily. If "Tiw
LadiPs' HomP .lou rna!" has
Pmbarked on ihl' making <11' n film
abo u t l h c 1 9 7 2 (•l P clio n
campaign, it would haw includl·d
a sexy youngster, a ct·oolu>d
oldster, a "tast<•ful" examination
of p(•rsonal dh·t and a f1•w
bromides that could bt• n•lall•d to
political issm•s. Its movi<• would
t.al\c no slum!, but would try
unc1•usingly to b<> continually
enl1•rtaining in a TV·seriPs :;or! of
way and, givl'n Hollywood's
undeniable tt•chnical profid1•ncy,
it would su ccPt•d. Pt•rhaps
"Ladit•s' Home Journal" did malt"
"The Candidate." It just isn't
saying.

* *

~:

:t]talici<:ed material {rom "Se:>:,
Death and Money," by Gore
Vidal.

"Record Review"

Elliott First Album Mediocre
DAVID ELLIOTT, Atlantic
SD7222.
A musician like David Elliott is
exceedingly difficult to appraise,
particularly in view of his
professed respect for talent and
his own mediocrity. In a company
propaganda sheet, Elliott says "I
just to on talent," and continues
to announce Joni Mitchell and Joe
Walsh (e:x·Jame~; Gang) as his
favorite artists. We figure they've
never heard of him.
This dl"hut. album on Atlantic
features Elliott's music, lyrics and
vocals, helped along (saved,
actually) by Caleb Quaye, Dee
Murray (both from Elton John},
B. J. Cole and Albert Lee. As a
result of Elliott's wish for
personal lyrics, we are deluged
with songs about his women, past,
present and future. These heavy
"poems" are surrounded by music
ranging from rock to country to
folk, with an orchestra and choir
thrown in for the last couple of
songs.
Notably, Quaye plays good
guitar throughout and Cole's steel
guitar is adequate. "You Better
Move" is a good rock number
reminiscent of Them but it falls
into a disorganized ending. Paul
Simon's subtle influence is felt in
"Dear Mary," which comes off
well. "The Rich Man's Love
Story" has some of the mast trite
lyrics we've ever heard. The last
song, "Open The Door,'' carries
the album's message and is
:punduated by a strong choir
RULE: if the curb is painted
anything but grey, don't park
next to it.

background vocal. Generally, this
is a wealc album by a weak talent.
-Webster & Klatt

letters.
MB Revealed

••

I want to congratulate you on
your cartoonist "MB"-wlwever
that may be. His cartoons are
consistently entertaining and
witty,
I hope he won't res~rict himself
strictly to politics. I'm afraid he
might not have sufficient
opportunity to exercise his sense
of humor-and there are a lot of
non-political occasions where he
could probably turn out
uproarious mawrial.
Sincerely,
Richard Newhall
(Ed. note :He is a she :Mary
Beaven, a local artist and student,
former student of Syd Solomon
and Larry Rivers. Ms. Beaven is
currently showing some of her
graphics at a Santa Fe gallery. She
is married to Scott Beaven, arts
and media editor of the Lobo.)
There•s safety in numbers. Park
your bike in a rack where it will
be among friends.

Ramps are for the handicapped
and are not the G:reat Jumping
Off Place for bilces.

• ....................m.....................a.....~.....
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The Source

Minority Students

By Carolyn Babb

Applications for minority
scholarships arc available in the
Student Aids Office. Deadline for
all applications is September 15.

Women's Studies

(Editor's Note: The Source will appe&I' in the Daily Lobo
weeldy
on Monday whenever possible. All questions should
Anyone interested in becoming
be
directed
to The Source c/o the Daily Lobo, P.O. Box 20,
a voting registrar should contact
the Yot1ng Democrats at University of New Mexico, 87106, or dropped in the Daily
243·4564.
Lobo suggestion box, located inside the east door of the
Union. Please include your name, address and telephone
First dispersement is in progress number, although only initials will be used in the column.
for students on the New Mel(ico Questions will not be answered by mail.)

Student Loan Program. Those
students who have received an
award letter may pick up their
release slips at the student aids
office, building Y-1. Students
must have a validated student
identification card and a release
slip before proceeding to the
cashiers office for their check,
The deadHne for this first
~ispersement is September 5.
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Guess the number" of Swing line
Tot staples in the jar.
The jar is approximately square
-3" x 3" x 4~8". Look for the
clue about "Tot" capacity.
The "Tot 50"" is unconditionallyguaranteed.ltstaples, tacks,

mends and costs only 98¢ suggested retail price, at Stationery,
Variety and College Bookstores
with i ,000 staples and vinyl
pouch. Swingline Cub Desk and
Hand Staplers for $1.98 each.
F1ll m coupon or send postcard. No
purchase requored. Er1!ries must be
postmarked by Nov. 30. 1972 and re·
cmved by Dec. 8, 1972 Fmal dec1510n
by an mdl'f.J<>nden! JUdqmg organmlllon.
In C(lse ol lie. a dmwmg determmes a
wmner. Offer subject lo all laws and
void in Fla . Mo. Wash. Mmn. & Idaho.
IMPORT ANT. Wfl/e your guess ou/srde
the envelope. lower Ieith and comer

A meeting of the Women's
Studies Collective will be held
Sept. 5 at 7:30 p.m. at the
Women's Center. All those
interested in working with the
new Center are invited.

Demos
The UNM Young Democrats
will meet Sept. 7 at 7: 30 p.m. in

the Union, room 250-B.
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ATHLETIC CARD
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Q. Could you please give me a little background
information on the following Lobo reporters i.e. journalism
experience, major, class, etc.: Aaron Howard, Paul Scherr,
Bob Teller, Betty Keller, Bob Huether, Leon Yacher. L. W.
A. Paul Scherr's qualifications for being alive are: a
freshman; journalism major and English minor; second
semester working on the Lobo; single.
Bob Huether is a senior journalism major with a minor in
Engish. He has worked on local papers and this is his second
semester reporting for the Lobo.
A former Miss Black New Mexico for 1971, Betty Keller
started writing the black student column, KUARIFU, for the
Lobo this semester. Ms. Keller is a senior journalism student
majoring in radio-tv.
Representing the Indian minority (unofficially) is Bob
Teller, half Navajo. Teller, a sophomore majoring in business
and minoring in economics, begins his second semester taking
photographs for the Lobo.
Our esteemed editor, Aaron Howard, is a senior majoring
in BUS (if that's possible) who comes to the Lobo with five
years of experience writing soft-core pornography in Canada.
Howard is also a former Hard Times staffer. After graduation
Howard plans to take a high paying public relations job in
New York-or go to the University of Texas and rub elbows
with the other "rednecks."
The illusive Leon Yacher, who wacks out the Eye on
Sports column among other things, is a former Peruvian
national. Rumor has it that Yacher is a graduate student.

Razor's Edge
Sebring
Professio?Zal

fHair

·

Half the deaths, injuries and
property damage occurring on
U.S. highways every year stem
from accidents in which alcohol is
involved.

Unique Jewelry
For
Unique Occasions

for Men

Nixon.
(Continued from page 1)
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even start position. I think that
the SALT talks and the treaty
coming out of those talks indicate
willingness on the part of the
President to reduce armaments in
areas when he feels we can do so
safely and with proper safeguards.
I think he wants to lead from a
position of strength and not
weakness a11d this is the thing that
concerns me personally about
some of McGovern's proposals: If
you give up all your chips before
you start negotiating you don't
have much of a negotiating
position to start from.
Lobo : Th~re's been talk also
amongst McGovern people and
also the philosophy that entails
the McGovern movement is a sort
of ueo·isolationism seems to b<>
sweeping this country. We made a
mistake in Viet Nam and got
stuck in something we didn't want
to be in, so Jet's get out of
everything in our world.
Lewis :I'm speaking personally
now and not for the President,
because I haven't discussed
foreign policy with him. I think if
you look at the history of this
countty the tendency toward
isolation is the tendency that
inevitably gets us into the next
war. I don't think in the world
community that's as interrelated
as ours today is: culture and
trade, transportation,
communication, the whole thing,
that you can very well be
isolaionist or neo·isolationist from
any of these standpoints.
Thyworld has just changed. lt
might seem like going back to the
good old days. I don't think it's a
practical alternative for us today.
Lobo : Senator McGovern has
talked about a fair and
even•handed approach in
situations such as the Near East.
What is Nixon's stand on the
Middle East? Is his committment
strong?
Lewis :It would appear to me
that we have a committment to
the Israelis. I think again there's
been some attempts, and 1 assume
some recently, which we don't
know about
y to see if we
Daily

10-5:30
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Expert Long Hair Design
No Nets, Gels, Laquer
Sprays, Heat, or Other
Sissy Put Ons
For Men or Women
by Appointment only
255-0166
5504 Central Ave. S.E.
(1 Blk. East of San Mateo)

f

I

Tom W. Thomason
.400 San Felipe-Old Town

"

111 Cornell SE
next to the Post Offic:e
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can't resolve some of our
differences with the Arabs. But,
yes, I believe the President must
have a substantial committment
to Israel.
Lobo : Busing is one of the
issues that bas tom the American
apart over the past three or four
years. How does Nixon stand on
the busing issue?
Lewis: His position has been
clearly expressed on busing. He is
not in favor of busing as a means
to insure integration. I think his
position has been that busing
ought to be used for educational
purposes and not for social
purposes and I think his position's
clear.
Lobo :Along with the issue on
busing is the touchy matter which
no one seems really to have
clarified, and that's the matter of
the quarters system in American
government. The Democratic
convention brought it up with
quarters for blacks, for women,
for chicanos. The Republican
convention has rejected up to this
point although the HEW has its
system in quarters in certain job
institutions. Now what's the
future of this growing issue?
Lewis: I think it will be an issue
and frankly that's a tough one.
Again, speaking personally, on the
one hand you are wanting to do as
much for minorities to insure that
they get in the main stream of life
and on the other hand the
arbitrary creation of quarters goes
against the whole concept of
integration into the main stream.
It's the horns of the dilemma to
mean I think education and job
opportunities and allowing these
people as individuals not as
members of a specific group to be
upgraded economically and
educationally is a better answer.
It's maybe a slower way of doing
it.
Lobo : Are you advocating a
merit system rather than a racial
solution?
Lewis ~l wouldn't want to say
merit system because a merit
system tends to cut out a lot of
these people right from the st.art
simply because they haven't had
the opportunities, but what 1 am
saying is that I think the thrust
ought to be toward trying to help
these people help themselves to
imp rove educationally and
otherwise so they can get in. I saw
some figures recently that
indicated that among younger
blacks who had equivalent
educational opportunities with
whites that they may be in a
better economic situation. I think
this ultimately is the answer to
the problem.
Lobo : But then there's been
pressure on employers to hit!! as
many blacks as can qualify.

DINES

0

Q. Why were the paid parkh1g lots blocked off on the first
Gay Lib
Planned Parenthood
day of school with wooden barricades? H. S.
There will be an organizational
A representative from the
A. A dispatcher for the campus police, Bill Raymar, said Planned Parenthood Association meeting of Gay Liberation Front
the lots on Redondo were blocked to control access. There will meet with interested persons on August 6, from 6-8 p.m. in
weren't enough military police to cover all of the entrances in contraceptive information and room 231 of the SUB.
to the parking lots so some of them were blocked off with counseling, from 2·5 p.m. August
wooden barricades. The police were checking the cars to 6. Men and women are invited,
make sure they had the proper parking sticker to prevent
unnecessary tickets.
Q. Why is there not one emergency parking space for the
student health center'! B. K.
A. Parking Service manager Walter Birge said there is an
emergency parking space-right up the center drive. There
isn't a sign designating the driveway as an emergency parking
space but the curb will be painted red all the way around like
an emergency fire lane. Birge said the orders for the painting
are in but due to the construction of two new buildings the
physical plant hasn't gotten around to it yet.

HUNCAN
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A delicatessen is more than a
place to eat-it's a way of life
where I come from.
I can remember eating at the
corner delicatessen where my aunt
and uncle JivPd in Pelham
Parkway (a noted ethnic section
in the Bronx). The windows were
always completely steamed up
because of the hot air which rose
from the swamtable where the
knockwursts and specials
simmered until they were red and
bursting from their skins.
There were smells coming from
every corner of the delicatessen:
the sour smells of the kosher dills
and pickled green tomatoes in the
huge wooden barrels; the heavy
earth-like smell of the knishes and
stuffed dermas on the griddle; the
pungent odors of the dozens of
sausages and wursts coming from
the showcase windows; the wet
smell of the sauerkraut; the gentle
odor of the fresh baked black and
rye breads.
In addition to the smells, there
were other special joys of eating
in the delicatessen-the huge
sandwich man who wielded a
carving knife as big !IS my arm and
cut thick slices of turkey from the
25 pound bird wllich sat above
the showcase; the creamy potato
salad which was a must with every
dinner; Dl:'. Brown's Cel-ray Tonic
(how many of you have ever
tastPrl celery soda?); my uncle
drinking hot tea out of a glass; the
incredible deserts like pineapple
cheese cake and Bostom cream
pie, so rich and filling it was
almost impossible to finish.
I've eaten in ltaliat1, Jewish,
Greek, German, Dutch, Canadian
and
Prcnch
delicatessens
throughout North America and
Europe. I would rather eat in a
deli than almost anywhere. A
good deli raises the art of the
sandwich to the apex of culinary
artistry.
The origin of the delicawssen is
lost in history but probably came
about when some enterprising
fuedal innkeeper began serving
hunks of smoked or dried meat
with a tankard of ale to weary
travelers.

Nowadays, your better delis
have boiled ham from Poland,
wursts f;:om a half-dozen different
countries, olives from Greece,
gefilte fish from Israel, lox from
Nova Scotia and so on-and
international gourmet center.
Ul' until recently, there were
two major delis in town which I
visited: Franchini's which is too
overpriced and does not have
t'aeilities for sit-down meals; and
Magidson's in the Fair Plaza
shopping center which is top rate
for Albuquerque but which is
located in a corner of the
Foodway-eating to the sounds of
corn flakes and cash registers
always unnerves me.
Now there is a new deli which
opened within walking distance
from the University. Mark's
International Delicatessen (105
Stanford SE.) is barely two weeks
old but promises tt!l be the best
deli in town.
The International features both
take-out and sit·down meals
which cover a rather wide range of
meats and cheeses including
pastrami, roast beef, corned beef,
turkey, boiled ham (all .95 for a
thick sandwich), kosher and cotto
salami, braunsweiger, knockwurst,
chopped liver, Polish sausage,
garlic baloney, provolone cheese,
domestb and imported Swiss, hot
pepper 1:heese and so on.
We had a Reuben sandwich
when we last ate at the
International. A Reuben is a
monster sandwich of corned beef
and swiss cheese with sauerkraut
fried on rye bread ($1.25) which
is as filling as a whole meal. We
had a side of potato salad along
with the sandwich which, I'm
sorry to say, was horrible. My
friend had a chopped liver
sandwich (.75) which was a bit
too dry and could have used some
more smaltz. The third member of
our group had a pastrami
sandwich and found the meat very
lean and spiced perfectly.
Among the deserts there is
poppy roll (.15 a slice) which
tasted like it must have come
from Los Angeles it was so good.

An open house will be held this
Thursday and Friday at the
Women's Center on the southwest
corner of Las Lomas and Yale.
This will give UNM students an
opportunity to see what the
center is doing and how they can
participate. It will be from 9
a.m.-5 p.m. on Thursday and from
9 a,m,-10 p.m. on Friday.
Refreshments will be served.
The Women's Center is
committed to no one branch of
women's ideology because there
are so many different kinds of
:people it includes. "I suppose the
only ideology we have is the
adva11cement of women." Dondi
LaRue, student aid, said.
Katie Fashing, counselor at the
center, said that she discusses
problems ranging from abortion
information to personal problems
to professional difficulties. "I've
even spoken to a few men who
have come in," she added.
Legal aid is also available
t)lrough the UNN Clinical Law
Program. A library containing
books by and about women has
been started by Virginia Ahern,
former UNM librarian. In the
basement is a free store where as
Dondi LaRue said, "Women can
bring what they'd like to get rid
of and take what they'd like to
have."
Although tile Womm's Center
is a vail able to non-university
women, most activity deals with
academically involved women.
This is partly because it is located
in the middle of a college campus
and partly because it is financed
by the university,
Katie Fashing said that two
years ago 40 per cent of the
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people worldng toward their
masters degree were women but
women comprised only 19 per
cent of those working toward
their doctorates.
"There's got to be a reason for

this," shP said. "Either women ;m•
simply not encouraged lo pursur
their studies or the lack of women
models to emulate prevl'nl their
continuing on,"

266-5661
Lyle Talbot

Agency, Ine.

1500 SAN PEDRO. N E

Student Auto
Insurance
Special Rates For:
I. Drivers Under 25
2. Underage Fe1"'1ales
3. Military Personnel
4. Married Students
Budget Payment Plan Available

266 .. 5661

Experienced Handling of
Hard to Place Insurance
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How to qualify:
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Just send in the coupon, or talk to the Professor of
Aerospace Studies on your campus. (If you're class
of '76, next year is your year.)
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I
I

Quick Service
at the right price
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Newman Center

I

181 S Las Lomas

I

I
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Scholarship Includes: 2-year tuition ... free! $100
monthly. Book allowance, lab fees, etc.
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9 am to 1:30 pm
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New Women's Center Opens;
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Sept. 8 is the last day for ~
obtaining athletic cards without
paying a late charge of $1.50.
The cards may be obtained
from the UNM Photo Service,
1820 Las Lomas NE, from 8 a.m.
to noon and from 1 to 3 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
To avoid standing in long lines
students should ardve early,
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U.S. Air Force Recruiting Service
Directorate of Advertising (RSAV)
Randolph Air Force Bose
Texas 78148
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Please send me more information on your 2-yeor scholarship
program.
Nome___ __
_·----~-Birth Dote __ ._ -~-
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Present College_

I

_Sex~~··-_

_County.~-· ·~

..
__ Stote _ _ _ _ Zip______

_ _______ Future CollegE> ---
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---·

Soc. Sec.#

FIND YOURSELF A SCHOLARSHIP
IN AIR FORCE ROTC.
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Reeds Can be 'Touchy Little
·
l
S 0 me Lop. . P rofessiona
.
musicians have smd that abo';lt s.o
per cent of an oboe player IS h1sl
ree d • and Albuquerque's Darre
Randall agrees.

"I,
h t
1 l'ttl th' g
ts· sue a ouc1y
.
d · 1't e l m· •
tl.m.t 1( your rce 1Sn p a[.mg
rf·!ghh~ Y?tutlsp()nld .more ~m~
1g tmg
1. lan P aymg musiC,
1 • d Randall a full-time
exp a me
'

Things'~

lecturer with the UNM
department of music
The reed for an o'boe is a little
less than an inch long when
.
finished, can take several
weeks to

make and then may not last more of construction which he learned
·
· weath er r rom N ew y or k o bo'st
than a day.
A c h ange m
1 and
can mean a reed's death.
conductor Henry Schumann.
The oboists themselves are the
Schumann believes an oboi.st
.
I o:n IY a few reeds at a
craftsmen of these ree ds , th e vo1ce
sh ould mace
box of their instruments.
time, completmg them over the
They fashion tho delicutc reeds eou rse of several weeks, and
from cane grown mostly in a small letting them age between each
section of Southern France, said construction step.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Randall, who for the past two
l-Ie also believes the ob~ist
years was first oboist for the should_ work on eac~ ree? w1th
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
\VIIERE: Journnlirnn Building. Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. lf nd ia to
~e5, afternoons preferably or mail.
Albuquerque Symphony the 1dea that ·1t w!ll be
run five or more eonseocutiva dnys with
Classified Advertising
Orchestra.
.
satisfactory.
no changes the rote i11 reduced to 6c
UNM P.O. Dox 20
per word nnd the minimum number or
Albuquerque, N.M. 87100
Randall, a native of Dawson,
Randall said that while
words to 10.
N.M., has been playing the oboe studying at UCLA _he used .to
for about 17 years and making make about 12 reeds 111 a day WJth
5) FOR SALE
31 SERVICES
reeds for almost as long, but still the atti~ude that out of a dozen
ll PERSONALS
RENT 1 llUY I r:qulvalent to a dewhen he sits down to make a reed he _certamly c_ould g~t one or two
rnJNG, Thcs~. pnn(lr":l, Excenc11t reflults. WilY
LEGA.L SERVICES for UNit" stu<lcnt"./
luxe upnrtment. 31' Trnvel Trailer, scURca.<~onable. C. Brown. 255p3103 after
~;tnff Nominnl fN.'R. Ful'nhih<-1ll by nunUfiC'd
"it
seems like I just started wh1ch passed !nspe~t10n.
.
C'Ontnincd,
1972
Ho1idu31
Rnmblcr.
Easy
G:30.
9/!,
lflW ~tudcnts o£ the Clinical Law Jlrogrnm
Onancing. 242·0~39.
9/G
making them yesterday."
To help m h1s reed·makmg
undcr SUl)ervifiion o£ £,tnff attorney or
PASSI'OWr7 IMMIGRATION, IDENTIFI·
LEI\THiill GOODS-JACKETS, I'ANTS,
UNM Lnw School. Cnll 277·2913 or 277·
"It's a continually changing tasks Randall ha? about $.100
CATION. Photo, Fn."lt, inexpensive,
!lAGS, llr:LTS, JlE!if POUCHES,
,1604 for appointment. Sponsored h:v the
plea'ling. NC'nr UNM. Call 265-:!444, or
craft because there are so many worth of tools des1gned espeCially
I!ATS
CAPS,
SUN
VISORS.
When
you
Associntcd Students of the University of
oome to 1717 Girurd Dlvd. NE.
tfn
F<f>l out to buy yourself some leather
for L~at job. His ."shaper," ab_out
variables," Randall added.
New Mexico,
Un
TUN}JUPS by I•:NGINEERlNG STUJ'!ENT
rlothes you should be prepared to apcnd
If the climate is too damp when the s1ze of a mediUm screw-driVer
FREE. ROOM AND DOARD In cxchnngc
nt my home. Sl4, V-8: $12, G-eyhnder.
more time in the ttele('tion t~nn 'you would
for cnre or 6~y(>nr-old from 4 :30 p.m.
IncludP:l nPW poinffi pJur:,.; ronden..-.:cr nnd
for n fnbric Item. After nll, its n choice
the cane is growing it may be too is worth $50.
thru night, 6 nlghts 11er week. Cnll in
lnhor. C'arburator overhaul also. Cnll ~99you might live with the rtt-21t o! your life.
porous, or if there is dry w~ather . Reeds gene;ally can't be passed
afternoons, 204·8102.
9/'!
U:!:lO for uppolntm(.'nt.
9/5
Mnlco the rir:ht ehoire nt the LEATHERBACK TURTLE, l09 Romero NW, OLD
much of the time the cane IS too from one obmst to another.
WANT.FEMALE ROOMMATE, preferably
GUITAR LESSONS. Folk Rock, Dlues,
TOWN. 842-84\16,
9/4
tn"nd. student, beautifully furnished apnrt-.
hard
"It is even possible that a very
$2.r.O a kMon. C'nll 242-2401.
9/4
mcnt, ""ccpt own bedroom $!lll/month.
1972 HONDA 500, 3600 mi. $!260 or bC!It
The
cane
should
grow
about
accomplished
oboist could take
1,,~.
FOil-RENT-·
Two mlles from cnmpus. 2G0-94a2.
917
offer, zqq.~?Hil nftpr 3 p.m.
9/4
three years and· then age another one of my reeds and not be able
MALE, 21, Seeks roo;, -~n--houtJ-;-,~ith othc~
~ KA\VASAKI, Mnchlii, Excellent conTl!J; NEW CITADF.L. nva!lnble Sept, 1,
to play at all," Randall said.
two he said
students. 25o·G427.
.
0/0
dition. !ost. $72G. Cnll 247-4539,
9/1
walldnJ! distance to UN'M, 1()20 Untvcr·
oity Nl'}. I~mrirncy $140 furni•hed: 5130
"But no~ we seldom get cane
Randall said young oboe
FREE, l!AI'I'Y, UEALTHY, Dlnck-KitloSPt:gD
mcYCLES.
All
fnmous
mnltes,
unfurni!th£'d. Ont' bdrrn $180 furnish('d:
tens. Cnll_ 2_42·9002~-~ ·~----9~~1
like that. If we get cane that's s t u d c n t s do n' t b c come
Falcons $120, Gitnnt' $11'7. German VnlnSlGG unfurni<~hOO. Swimming pool. rc~r<'n
uueurs with aluminum QR whc'-~ls, JIB,
NEED SENIOR or Grad Stucknt Room·
tion room. <'Ommis!.'lary store, laundrY,
aged six months that's a blessing," discouraged when they learn how
51Ho. Othrr 10-o\peecl' from $90 to S2f'O.
mntes to shnrc 'house within bicydinn
olhhwnshers & disposn!s. 842·1~64, 2GG·
he added.
quickly a reed wears out .. and
Full gunrnntrr. ("nil Dick l!nllott for
distam•e to UNM. $70.00 n month. Don,
348G.
9/1
hourB~ Um. 67. 'M<'dical St>hool. Day: 277277-44(>3,
U/6
The intricate craft of making others must be purchased. But
2liMi.
Hom(>
21Hi·27~4.
9/1
,;1 FOR SALE
RIDEOR RIDERS from Snntn Fe to UNM;
reeds takes years of practice, the their parents do," h~ added.
20 I'crtahlc TV's, 530·$60. 441 Wyoming
Turo., Wed., and Thurodnya. Call <J~2-1,13;
10/U
NF.. 2Gfo·5'J~7.
UNM teacher said.
Randall also sa1d that most
ltHi4
I•"'AIItt~ANF.. Good C"ondition, VR, auto ..
in Snntp. r~c.
..It •!
mntir, I~ool<E;, nhnrp. $3::30. 206·2926. 9/4
"You
can't
learn
it
from
a
oboe
students arc generally at the
Iii
F.\IPLOY:11ENT
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATIO.N
ART sTiJF-'C'Th.; o;;r ;;!-;upply sto;; that
book, evPn though many are hig_h school lf.!vel bef<?re they
m~(lta ThurfvletYA 5:30p.m. in room 23U of
P.\iiT~TJME
ATTENDANT:--;;'enl;;g;--;~
dor~m't rip you ofT! Alhuqucrque'r; I.O\V..
Studl'llt Union. All nrc wckomc.
9 iij
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New Mexico
Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising Rates
lOc per word, $1.00 minimum charge

5 or more consecutive insertions
with no copy changes,
6c per word per day
60c per day minimum charge

Terms Cash in advance

UNM P.O. Box 20 1 University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque 1 New Mexico 871 06

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Doily lobo
times beginning

under the heading (circle one): 1. Personals;

2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Miscellaneous.
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~~ 3~~~ Tra·v~ling By Thumb:
1

.- ~;?{ Danger to Free City
( AFS)-" Look, John, I'm
trying to help you, Now, I'm
giving you this warning and I'm
telling you to grab a bus outta this
state before we catch you again
because if we nab you another
time you'll be in jail until Monday
and if you don't have any money
you'll stay there until somebody
can post your bail. And if no one
posts your bail, you're screwed
John. So I'm warning you, I'm
trying to help you; it's against the
law to hike on this road. It's for
your own protection, John. Cars
hit people like you all the time;
why, just the other night we
sctaped a couple of packers off
the interstate and lifted them to
the morgue. So I'm warning you,
.John."
Somehow the whining speech
of thi.s polished and starched man
in blue doesn't quite ring true.
How can he be helping me if he's
throwing me off the road, telling
me to catch a bus or take a back
road (gravel and traveled only by
farmers and local milkmen) 150
miles to the Kansas border?And
since I've only $20 to get to New
York how ean I spend $17 of
that just to leave Colorado?
My hitchiking days started in

the butch-haircut innocence of
the late fifties, thumbing truckers
out of LA to the Mojave Desert
towns, to Reno, Lovelock, Boise,
and back.
Like most suburban boys, I'd
also thumb to and from school, or
to the beach, or occasionally to
the mountains. I'd go on long
trips to get out of the mash and
clatter of city life-sometimes just
for kicks, to see how far I could
get.
There was no one waiting for
me on the other end, nobody to
stop me with apple pie or stuff a
few peaches in my pack. I'd turn
around, dead broke, and hitch
back home.
Church couldn't hold me, or
take me into myself, so on
Sunday morning I'd be out on the
freeway ramp, salami and rye
under my shirt and a pair of
trunks buttoned beneath my
Levi's, en route to Malibu or
Santa Monica. My parents, God
save them, would be back in the
varnished pews, praying for my
life and the forgiveness of my sins.
I hadn't even · rucksack ill
those days, only a bundle
wrapped under my arm like a true
vagabond. "Organized" hitching

hadn't come about yet, so if you
looked freaky, you could count
on no ride.
Nowadays, hitching is an art of
travel enjoyed no longer as
something ''different" by an
esoteric few; but by thousands of
youths each day, making their
ways cross·country to homes,
universities, communes, religious
colonies, abortion clinics, rock
festivals, and anti-war
demonstrations.
The road is not a lonely place.
Interstate highways (I-70, I-40,
I·SO-no longer romantically
called "66" or "The Denver
Route" or "The Lincoln
Highway") are crowded with
people thumbing down other
people, sharing nylon/aluminum
knapsacks loaded with folding
tents, sleeping gear, freeze-dried
ice cream, Zen bibles, medicinal
herbs and homegrown dope.
Looking freaky is no longer a
liability in obtaining a ride on
most major roads; there's
probably another freak
conveniently on his way to the
same place you are, bumping
along in a van, converted milk
truck, model·T, or even grinding
along in a semi.

Sfp6 197z.
Hitchhiking is p~yp.~ha home for a brpak, a couple en
"functional" effor£"1 ~WCJ
s oBoston from ;Berkeley
·
nckage of educational
The U.S.A. is choking on pover
people are running loose witho)Jt toys un r their arms, or a poet
a dime in their overcoats. The like myself going to rap and read
hitchiker is no longer an eccentric and hold a workshop at some
out on a spree. You're more likely distant university for a little bread
to meet a serious dude AWOL from and brotherly interchange, or just
the army (on one recent t.rip at "simple" people out looking for
least a third nf the hitchers I met work-hitching becausl' they've no
were), a college student going
(continued on page 6)
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Arabs Murder Israeli 1-..thletes
MUNICH (UPl}-Arab guerrillas
shot their way into thC' Israeli
quarters in the Olympic Village
Tuesday, killing two Israelis,
taking eight others as hostage
under threat of execution, forcing
a 24·hour postponement in the
games and touching off a
worldwide furor against the
terrorist tactics,
The guerrillas threatened to
execute all of the Israelis if their
demands were not met. They
initially set the deadline for a
reply at 1 p.m. (8 a.m. EDT) but
they kept extending the time
limit.
Hundreds of armed police
ringed the area where the Israeli
delegation was headquartered-a
three-story white stone building
with balconies.
Witness('S could see armed men
inside and other men whose hands
appeared to be tied in front of
them.
Willie Daume, German
organizer of the games, identified
those killed as Josef Romano, 31,
a wei ghtlifter, and Moshe
Weinbert, 33, the team's wrestling
coach.
West German Chancellor Willy
Brandt, who flew to Munich
earlier in the day, said his
government had tried
"everything" to win freedom for
the Israeli hostages. "But
everything was rejected," he said
in a nationwide television address.
Brandt did not indicate what
action, if any, his government
intended to take.
Dozens of policemen in blue
and red sweat suits took up battle
positions on roofs, rear balconies
and other vantage points around
the Israeli complex which also
houses delegations from Uruguay

and Hong Kong.
"The happy games are aver,"
Brandt said in his address.
"In these days there is no
protection against this kind of
act," the Chancellor said, speaking
slowly and solemnly and
promising that there would be an
investigation of the security
arrangements.
BEIRUT (UPI}-Two years ago
almost to the day, Palestinian
guerrillas hijacked three western
civilian jetliners in flight over
Europe to spotlight their fight
against Israel.
The Sept. 6, 1970 multiple
hijackings were, until the attack at
Munich's Olympic village, the
guerrillas' most spectacular
operation.
The guerrillas that day two
years ago successfully hijacked a
Swissair DCB and a Trans World
air lines 7 07 to the Jordanian
desert and seized and blew up a
Pan American World Airways 747
jumbo jet at Cairo airport. An
attempt to hijack an Israeli El AI
jetliner in flight was thwarted by
an armed guard.
Three days later Arab guerrillas
hijacked a British overseas airways
jetliner to the desert. Later all
three jetliners were blown up.
That incident sparked the
Jordanian civil war of September,
1969, when King Hussein's
Bedouin troops defeated the
guerrillas and subsequently threw
them out of the country.
Palestinians refer to that period
as "Black September", and the
group which was responsible for
'1\tcsday's attack in Municl1 takes
its name from that.

1-.--------------'

After 13 hours of apparently
fruitless negotiations with
Olympic officials and West
German authorities, the Arabs and
their hostages were taken by
helicopter to Munich
In terna tiona! Airport. German
radio said a jet was standing by to
take them to Tunisia.
Arab terrorists trying to flee
the country killed nine Israeli
Olympic Team members they
were holding hostage Tuesday
when German police opened fire
on them. At least 16 persons died
in a day of terror that jeopardized
the 20th Olympic Games.
The Bavarian government
announced early Wednesday that
Arab guerrillas killed nine
members of the Israeli Olympic
Team with a hand grenadll when
they discovered they were caught
in a polic!.' trap at the airport from
which they were led to believe
they could fly to safety. It earlier
had been announced eight Israeli
hostages were killed,
Four Arab guerrillas also died
and three others captured,
Interior Minister Otto Merk told a
dramatic 3 a.m. news conference.
Two other members of the
42·membe r Is raeI.1 Olymp1·e Team
died when the Palestinian
•
·
h ·
terronsts burst mto t eu quarters
at the modern, concrete·
apartment building Olympic
•
village with guns blazmg at 4 :SO
a.m. Tuesday morning. The 16th
dead was a Munich policeman.
Olympic officials said a
decision on whether La continue
the games would be made after
Wednesday's memorial service for
the dead Israelis.
The revelation that nine
Israelis were killed at the airport
climaxed a day of confusion

brought on by conflicting reports
and apparently intentional
misinformation from German and
Olympic officials, who had said
earlier that all the hostages were
safe after the airport shoo tout.
Apparently even International
Olympic Committee President
Avery Brundage went to bed
without knowing the truth.
WASHINGTON (UPI}- With
President NixGu "J.:.cply
outraged," the United States
condemned the Arab terrorists
who attacked Israeli Olympic
quarters Tuesday as "murderers"
and urged the world community
to do everything necessary to stop
such violence,
Secretary of State William P.
Rogers, in a formal statement,
expressed the nation's "profound
sorrow and sense of horror" over
the deaths of two Israeli men and
seizure of eight Israeli hostages at
the Olympic village in Munich,
West Germany.
"With all nations and peoples
around the world, we fervently
hope that no further innocent
lives will be sacrificed," Rogers
said. "This assault ••• is offensive
to men and women of good will
everywhere for whom the
Olympic games are 11 symbol of
man's striving for reconciliation
and peace."
Nixon, ending a stay at the
western White House in San
Clemente, Calif., and Sen. George
S. Me Govern, his Democratic
Presidential opponent, said they
deplored the incident. And several
members of Congress moved
quickly to register their protests
after returning from an 18-day
,_r_e_ce_ss_.- - - - - - - - - - - - - '

Cleveland (UPI)-The family of
David Berger, one of the ten
Israeli Olympic Team members
killed in Munich Tuesday, said
they were "bereaved beyond
belief."
"We can't believe it has
happened," a member of the
family, who wished to remain
unidentified, said.
Neighbors of Dr. and Mrs.
Benjamin Berger gathered on their
l•wn in suburban Shaker Heights
late Tuesday night. A policeman
was sent to the Berger home and
was inside with the family,
Young Berger, 28, a graduate of
Columbia Law School, moved to
Israel three years ago. He was
unmarried.
His brother, Fred, 25, and a
sister, Barbara, 23, were in
Munich to watch David compete
in the light heavyweight
weightlifting events.
Dr. Berger said his son had a
joint U.S.-Israeli citizenship.
The family learned of the
abduction of the Israelis by Arab
guerrillas while watching
television, He said earlier when
the fate of the hostages was still
uncertain: "All I can say is that I
feel very sorry for everybody over
there, especially for my son."
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